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Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn Prof. G. Faltings (Princeton),
Herrn Prof. G. Harder (Bonn) und Herr Prof. N.M. Katz (Princeton) statt.
In den Vortr~gen wurde über neueste Entwicklungen in der arithmetischen
Geometrie berichtet, wobei die Spanbreite von der Theorie der Motive und
den Beilinsonvermutungen über L-Funktionen, Shimuravanetäten, Modulräu
men, Arake1ovtheorie bis hin zur Darstellungstheorie über lokalen Körpern
reichte.
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Vortragsauszüge

Yu.I. Manin (z.Z. Bonn):

Absolute Motives?

c. Deninger und N. Kurokawa recently stressed and developed analogies bet
ween the geometry over finite "field and that over Spec 71... Apart from the fact
that the theory of L-functions of schemes over 7l remaiIl;s mostly conjectural,
there is one major drawback in this analogy: the absence of "absolute direct
product" V ':< W and "absolute point". In the talk Yu.I. Manin proposed
some absolute constructions in particular for absolute Tate's motive T With
zetafunction L(T"', s) = a;'Jrn. This makes apparent the presence of ]Pi-9' resp.·
lPi-1=., resp. IP~ in the weight decompositions of zetas over IFq, resp. Spec 71., •
resp. Selberg's zeta. Some speculations about absolute motives were added.

c. Soule (Paris):

On the height 0/ resultants

C. Soule reported on joint work with J .~B. Bost and H. Gillet. Let N ~ 0
be an integer and da, ... ,dn positive integers. Denote by R the resultant of
homogeneous polynomials Po, ... ,PN in N + 1 variables of degrees da, ... ,dN
respectively. This is a polynomial with integer coefficients, weil defined up to
sign, in the coefficients a} where i = 0, ... , N and I runs over (Ntcli) indices.

Let E be the product of sheres E(a})2 = 1 , i = 0, ... ,N and du ihe invariant
1

Haar measure on E. C. Soule and bis coworkers obtain an exa.ct formula for
J'E log IRldv in terms of da, ... ,dN. The method is to view the divisor of R aB

the (generalized) Chow divisor div (R) = g.j*v.(PN) in the diagram

where Ni := (N~d;) - 1 , V is the product of Veronese embeddings and r is the .!
product of the incidence correspondences between ]pNi and its dual (]PNi)V.

To compute the height of div(R) they use the theory of heights of projective
varieties based on Arakelov theory (and initiated by G. Faltings in bis work
on abelian vaneties). "

A. Scholl (Durham):

L-functions 0/ modular /orms and higher regulators

Let /, 9 be newforms of weight p + 2, q + 2, where p, q ? 0, and some level.
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Assume f =F 9j then the L-series L(f x g, s) has a simple zero at the points
s = 1 + I where 0 5 I ~ min(p, q). The same L-series occurs as a factor
of L(hP+q+2(Xp x Xq),s), where Xp,Xq are suitably compactified Kuga-Sato
varieties attached to forms of weight p + 2, q + 2. He constructs elements of
the motivic cohomology ~q+3(Xp x X q, O(p + q + 2 - I», such that the
(f x 9 )-component of the regulator is non-zero on these elements, and equals
(up to a rational factor) the derivative L'(f x g,l + I). The elements are
constructed using certain mappings between the Kuga-Sato varieties, togetlier
with an explicitknowledge of their boundaries. A. Scholl explains how the
constructions - and the corresponding construction of regulators interpreting
L'(f, m) for m ~ 0 - becomes very natural in the fantasy-world of motivic
sheaves.

M. Rapoport (Wuppertal):

On non-archimedian unijormization

M. Rapoport reporled on joint work with T. Zink. In the first part of the talk, a
moduli problem of rigiclified p-divisible groups was formulated and was ShOWD
to be representable by a formal sheme M. In the second part, the formal com
pletion of a PEL-Shimuravariety along the sublocus of the reduction modulo
p corresponding to an isogeny class was shown to be isomorphic to the disjoint
sum of formal schemes r \ M where .A1 ia one of the formal schemes of the
first part and where r is a discrete group operating on M. In the third part
the rigid aspect of the situation was c·onsidered. In particular, there ia aperiod
morphism from the rigid spare associated to M to a suitable Grassmanman.
This construction generalizes constructions due to Dwork, Drinfeld and Gross
and HopkiIiS.

s. Bloch (Chicago):

Mized Tate Motives

Aigebraic cycles on products of lP t - {l} (cubes) lead to a commutative gra
ded DGA }/. = $7'>oN(r)., where }/(r)" = altemating projection of codim
r algebraic cycles on(lP I - {I} )27'-1'. In joint work with I. Kriz, S. Bloch pr~

posed HO(Bar (}/.» as a candidate for the Hopf algebra associated to the
category of mixed Tate motives. Writing ~ for the (pro-)dual of the sp&ce
HO(Bar(N'·»+/HO(Bar(X·»+2 of indecomposables, one has that the cate
gory of mixed Tate motives should be given by the category of finite climensi~'

nal graded 'c-modules. These modules are spown to admit Bodge and l-adic
realizations and to include the polylogarithm motives.
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H.Gillet (Chicago):

Algebraic Arakelov Geometry

H. Gillet reported on joint work with S. Bloch and C. Soule. In bis talk he
proposed an analog of the archimedian Arakelov theorjr of varieties over fields
with oomplex embeddings for varieties over discretely valued fields. H X is a "
smooth projective variety over such a field K, one defines "forms" and "cur
rents" on X in terms of the Chowgroups of cycles modulo rational equivalence,
and the operational Chow groups, of the special fibres Xo of models X cif X
over the valuation ring 0 c K. Using these orie can give a definition of Cü*(X)
analogous to the definition in the archimedian case given by H. Gillet and C.
Soule. One proves an analog of the regularity of the dd,c lemma, giving:

Theorem: Assuining resolution of singularities

H. Gillet and bis coworkers also show that if 1 : X -+ Y is a Hat map, then
there is a well defined map 1* : Cü*(X) -+ Cii*(Y).

T. Oda (Kyoto):

Local monodro.my on the fundamental groups 01 algebraic CUn1es

Joint work with M. Asada, M. Matumoto.

Let Co be a maximally· deg~nerate stable curve of genus 9 ~ 2 with associated
dual graph Y. Let 1 : C -+ D be a local universal deformation of Co in the
analytic context. One mayassume that D is a product of 3g - 3 copies of a
small complex disko Let D* be the loeus of smooth fibres ·of f. Then D* ia a
product of 39 - 3 copies of the punctured disko The goal is to describe the
nonabelian monodromy representation PI : 1l'l(D*, t) -+ OUt1l'l(Ct ), Ct being
the fibre at t E n*. First T. Oda describes this monodromy homomorphism in
terms of the graph of groups and "edge" twists, in a completely combinatorial
way. Second he descrihes the relation between the action on. the truncated
quotient of 1I'1(Ct ) by the weight filtration and some invanants of the graph Y. e
G. Laumon (PaPs):

Zeta functions 0/ Drin/eId .modular varieties .

Let F be a function field, let 00 b~ a place of F, let I be a nonzero ideal
of the ring A of functions in F which are regular outside 00 and let d be a
positive integer. Using the non-invariant Arthur trace formula for Old over F,
G. Laumon computes the zeta function of the Drinfeld.modular variety Mt in
terms of automorphic L-functions for GLl, .p(1 :5 d' ~ d). He also formulated
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a conjeettire about the intersection complex of the Satake compactification
of Mt. This conjecture is compatible with the previoUB computation and the
function field analog of Arthur's L2-Lefschetz-numberformula for G~.

B. Dwork (Princeton):

Does the equation ~"= (~ .A + 1~:) .Y come from geometry9

Let W be the algebraic set of n x n matrices A, B, such that A" = 0 =
Ir and such that the eigenvalues of A - B are fixed elements of o. If the
equation "camefrom geometry" then, excluding a. finite set of primes, the
reduction ~ of any irreducible component V of W would parametrize a family
of differential equatioDB with nilpotent p--curvature. B. Dwork shows for n = 3
that this would lead to a. I-parameter family of Fuchsian DE on the aphere
(over 1Ff ) with fixed singular points. This contradicts a rigidity theorem for
scalar equations with nilpotent p--curvature.

. S. Lichtenbaum (Providence):

Suslin complezes a.nd Deligne I-motives

Let X be a variety over an algebraically closed field k. Let !l" = Spec k[to, ... , t,,]/
(E~ - 1). Suslin introduced same years agothe complex Sus -(Xl, where
Sus-(X) = the group of cycles in f)." x X finite and' surjective over f).".

As f). - is a cosimplicial scheme, Sus -(X) is a simplicial abelian "group, and
hence achain complex. Suslin conjectured that if Tc = cn ,·H* top(X,71./n71.) =
H* (Sus -(X) ~ 7l./n71). H X is a. curve S. Lichtenbaum shows that Sus -(X)
has a filtration in the drived category sense whose pieces are the homology
motives attached to X. More"specifically the pieces are ho(X) = 7l.e , e = the
number of connected components of X , h1(X) = the dual I-motive to the one
attached by Deligne to the curve X and h2(X) = (k*[-l])/ , f = the number
of complete irrducible components of X. The speaker closed with the question:
if Xis arbitrary can Sus -(X) be interpreted as giving the homologica1 motive
ofX? .

J. Nekovar (Berkeley):

p-atlic Gross';"Zagier formula Jor weight > 2

00 .

For anewfonn f = Eanq" E S2k(ro(N») (Cln E 0), 2k > 2, and a suitable
n=1

imaginary quadratic field K := O(v=n), there exist Heegner cyeles z in the
Chow group CHk(V/K)o ~ 0 of a suitable smooth compactification of the

5
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Kuga-Sato variety V associated to forms of weight 2k. For a prime pIN the
Abel-Jacohi map

.~:CHk(V/K)o®O --+ Hl(K,H~lI:-l(V®,K,O,,)(k»

1
Hl(K,M,,(k»

(where .M" is the p-adic Galois representation associated to f) has image in
the Selmer group S := H}(K, M,,(k)r H pIN· D . tlp, there isa canonical
p-adic height (in the cy~lotonic,direction) (,)" : S x S -+ 0".

. Theo~m:.(~(x), ~(x»)" = const·L~(f®K,s) (derivativeof ~p-adicL-function.
in the cyclotinic direction). Together with adescent result, this implies that
·orci.=kL,,(f ® K, s) ~ 1~ S = 0" ·-lin(~) = 0" . ~(x).

G. Faltings (Princeton):

Proof 0/ the Verlinde Formula

The Verlinde fotmula express~ the dimension of the space of glob~ sections
of line hundles on, the mQduli space. of G-torsors on a curve· -0, G .= simply
connected simple algebraic 'group. The result is stated in te~ of conformal
field theory on· a .degenerate ·curve. To.show it one expresses torsors on the"

,general fibre of adegenerate cUrve in terms of loop 'group quotients. The global
.' secti9ns of the line bundle on the~e loop group quotients is given I;>y. integrable

representations, and elements invariant· under some global Lie algebra give
invariant functions.

P. Schneider (Köln):

Sheave~ .on·Brohat-Tits buildings

P. Schneider reported on joint work with U. Stuhler, about a new technique to
use the geometry of the Bruhat-Tits 1?uilding for the representa~iontheory of
the general linear group G:= GLd+1(K) over a local field K.Fix a principal
congruence subgroup U in G and consider a smooth G-representation V which
ia generated by its U-fixed vectors Vu. The representation V in a natural way
gives rise to a sheaf ~ on the topological realization IBTI of the Bruhat-Tits
building. A first main result is that this sheaf has no higher cohomology. In
order also to compute its cohomology with compact support one constructs
an extension j•.oo~ to the Borel-Serre compactification IBTI and shows that
this extension has trivial cohomology, too. Under mild assumptions on V the
cohomo~ogy on the boundary can be computed by imitating a technique by
Deligne / Lusztig over finite fields. In this way P. Schneider and U. Stuhler
prove the second main result that the coho~ology with compact support of
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~ is zero except in a single degree. From these results they obtain canonical
projective resolutions of V with good finiteness properties ,in the category of
all smooth representations (with a fixed eentral character). In parlieular they
get a description of the Zelevinski involution as a certain exact EXT-funetor
which shows that this involution respects irreducible representations.

D. Blasius / D. Ramakrishnan (Los Angeles / Pasadena):

Tate's conjecture for divisors on Shimura tJarieties

This lecture described a proof of Tate's conjeeture coneerning algebraie eycles .
for the case of 1P of Shimura vaneties. The work, based heavily upon that of
earlier workers, has two branches. In one, undertaken by Murty and Ramakris
hnan, the conjecture is proved for all Shimura surfaces defined by quaternion
algebras, and forms of GI (2), over totally real fields. In the ·second, t~e conjec
ture is proved for all other Shimura varieties by various techniques, usually by
reducing to previously known eases, b~t also employing the Eichler-Shimura
congrunenee relation in a novel way.

The case of sufaces above ineludes many interesting new ideas coneerning the
Bodge struetures, attached to modular forms·. Overall, one uses the existenee
of a Tate class to produee a geometrie involution which produees some period
relations and hence a Bodge elass. ..

G. Wüstholz (Zürich):

EffeetitJe'·Poincare reducibility

G. Wüstholz reported on joint work with D.W. Masser. Let A, B be abe:lian
varieties over a numbe:r: field K such that '.A is. isogeneous to B. Then let
S(A, B) be the minimal degree of an isogeny from A to B and S(A) the minimal
degree of an isogeny from A to a produet of simple abelian vaneties. Then
G. Wüstholz and D.W. Masser-proved sometime ago that S(A,B) ~ c· h"
where h =max(l, hp(A)), hp(A) = Faltings height of A, and c," are positve
constants depending on· the dimension' of A, the degree of the field K and
the degrees of polarizations on A and B. In the talk G. Wüstholz gave a·
sketch of the proof how one can· eliminate the polarizations of A and B. One
of the tools ia the Zarkin trick by whieh one can transfer the proble~ to
Z(A) = (A x Ä)4 and Z(B) ={B x B)4. A seeons tool is an effective version for
the elassical Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem. It uses techniques from the goemetry
of numbers and the description of the endomorphism ring of a simple abelian
variety as a cyelic algebra. Finally one uses eross-diseriminants in order to
bound homomorphisms from A to B in terms of a certain discriminant.

7
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A. Gon.charov(Bonn):

P~lylogs, alg~braic K'-th:~ory and (F(3)

~ .

Let Lin(z) = L ~: ,Izi ::; 1 be the cl~8ical n-Iogarithm. It ean be continued
m=1

to a multivalued analytieal funetion on CDIPI - {O, 1, oo}:

Li,,(z) = f Li..-l(t)dlogt.

There is a single valued version (Ble = k - th Bemoulli numberl

_ { Ren odd " BIe· 21e
•· ..:- Ic •

Ln(~) - Imn of LJ -/c-I-Ltn-k(z)log -izi .
. ~ven '=1 .

Let 7l.{lPj.J be tlle free abelian grou}> generatedby' the- F -points of !PI. Denne
63 : 7l[p~] --+ B2(F) ® F* ~Y {x} ...... {X}2 ® x, where '

B
2
(F) := . 5 .. 7l[1P}.) .•. .

{{O}, {oo} Ei:l{r(xl' . ... , Xi, .,.. , xs)})

Theorem.(Zagier's conjectute): . . . . . '. .
For any numberfield F, there eXists Yl, ... ,Y~l~~ E; ker'6~,. [F : 0] = r~ +2·r2,
such that . '

3 1 ' --
(p(3) = q. 1f "'"2 ·ldFI2" .det 1.c3(Ti(Yj»1

where l' ~ i,j ,~ rt + r2, 13 : 7l(lP~] --+ IR, {x} ...-+ L3(x) ~d 'Ti : F ~ CD.
Let On(m) :t>e a free abelian group generated by configurations of (n + 1)
vectors in Vm (an m-dimensional vector space). One conjecturesthat thereis
a homomorphism of ~he Bigrassmanian complex,. whose components are the
Cft(rn), to the oompleX . ' .

. 0~ B.,., ~'.'~ ~'-+ B2@A""-2F* ---+ A"F*

~here B" = ~Mr,Rn(F) i~' the group ge~erated by a(O) - a(l) with-a E

~ker6", 6.,., : '71[lP}(t)l -+ Bn ® F(t)*.-

J. de JODg (z.Z. Bonn):

Cohomology 01 ~oduli spaces 01 two dimensional abelian varieties tuith ro(p)
level structure

Let (A,~) be a principally polarized abelian scheme of relative dimen8io~ 2
over the seheme S., By a r o(p)-level structure on (A, ~)/ S we mean achain,
o C H1 C H2 C A[P] = kernel of multiplication by p, of finite locally free
groupschemes Hi , i = 1,2 of rank pi such that H2 is totally isotropie for the
Weil pairing on A[P]. Let, n be a positive integer ~ 3 and let 74 C 0 be finite

8
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unramified extension which contains an n-th root of unity. Finally let M be
the moduli space over Spec 0 classifying two dimensional principally pola.rized
abelian varieties with a ro(p}-structure and a symplectie level n strueture.
One first describes the singularities of the scheme M, and a blow up Xi -+ M
such that the special fi!>re of Mis a divisor with normal crossings in M and let

. M -c-+ M be a 'compactification such that-the same ia true for M. The theorem
is that the GäJ(K/K)-mo~ule(K =frae(O» H:,(MIr,CJl,) ia unr~ed and
of weight 2. This isproved using the Steenbrink spectral sequence andthe
eXj>licit structure of-the special" fib~ of M.

• P.Colmez (Paris):

.A product jormwa.jor periods 0/ C M abelian va.rieties

._ .Thetalkproposed an extension of the product formula for algebi-aic numbers
to certain .transzendental numbers. In the easiest case of 211'i the formula reads
tI,(21ri),=~ and

~ . p-

I 2 rm"" 1·2 ~= og ?r + ({I) = og 11' - C(ö} •

Thegeneralization of these formulas to the case -of periods of C M abe1ian
varieties gives riseto a new conjectureabout the logarithmic derivative of Artin
L-functions at s = 0 which one can prove in the case of abelian functions. As
a.corollary one',obtains a geometrie proof of.the Chowla-Selberg formula.

. P. Vojta (ßerkeley):

.Ditiision points, ·on semiabelian va.f.ietie.s

.P. Vojta reported.on workof M. McQuillen. 'Let A be "a.seminabelianvariety,
and let .Xbea closedsubvariety. Assume X, A are both defined over a number
neid K. Then one has the following theörem:

Theorem (MeQuillen):J~t r be a finitelygenerated ~ubgroup of A(K) and let
r = {a E A(E) In· a E,r for some nEIN}. Then X n r ~ UB,(K), where
the union ia finite and each Bi is a tranalated sub-semiabelian variety of A
contained in X.

The proof draws heavilyon earlier work of M. Hindry, as 'in bis work it reduces
the problem to the corresponding problem fqr- X n r ~a arguments on .the
action of Galoia on points of A(K). The theorem was ,originally conjectured
by S. Lang, building upon conjectures of Mordell and Manin-Mumford.

9
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M. Harris (Waltham):

Mued Hodge structure on the boundary cohomology 0/ Shimura 1Jarieties

.M. Harris reported on joint work with S. Zucker..

Let (G,X) be the data defining a ShiDiura variety Sh(G,X), and let
p': G -+ GI (V) be a (Q-rationalrepresentation of the reductive (Q-group G.
-Let V/Sh(G, X) be the corresponding loeal system, which underlies a polari
zed variation of Bodge' struetures. By the theorem of M. Saito, the eohomology
groups H·(Sh(G,X), \T) and H;(Sh(G,X), V) have mixed Badge struetures.
On the other hand, there is a long exact sequence

--+ H;(Sh(G, X), V) --+ H·(Sh(G,X),V) --+

--+. H·(8Sh(G,X),V) --+ H;+l(Sh(G, X), V) --+'

where 8Sh is theboUndary of the Borel-SerTe co~pactifica.tion of Sh(G, X).
.. A· spec~ral sequenee studied by.Harder and others,- co~put~ H*(8Sh, V)· in

term~ of cohomology of Levi factors of rati~nal parabolie ,~ubgroup of G. :The
EI-terms of this spectral seq~enee'possess a natural mixed ~odge structure as

well.One proves that the spectral sequence in fact respects the. mixed Bodge
struetures and computes the mixe~Bodge strue~~e on H·(8Sh,V).

•

~~~. Katz (Princeton):

Rigid loeal systems on open sets o/]Pl

Over ce let U be]pl ~ {finite.set of points}. A loeal system of finite'dimen
sional· <C vector spaces F on ua.n is called "rigid" if for any loeal system Ci
on ua.n which is' isomorphie to :F over a (complex analytic) punctured neigh
bomhood of each point "at 00", i.e. each point of X - U, there exists an
isomorphism F ~ Ci of Ioeal systems'on ua.n. For F irreducible, a sufiicient
condition for rigidity is X(lPt,j.End (F» = 2, for j : Ua.,.., f-+ lPl th~ i~cIU8ion

(the condition is probabIy equivalent).'The main result is ·thät"all irredu'cible
,:I"'s with X(lPl,i.End(F) = 2 are b.uilt out of rank one.1oca1 systet:ns by fi-
nitely (~ rk F) iterating two operations, F t-+ F ® (rankone) and (a variant •
of) F t-+ F *!~ L,x = additive convolution with a K~er sheaf Lx, both of
which preserve both rigidity and irreducibility. The proof depends heavily on
Laumon's results.on Fourier transform of l-adic sheaves o~ .Al on char p > o.

Berichterstatter: G. Kings (Münster)
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